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Charles is a homeless 1
18-year-old w
with a long history of physsical
abuse and
d neglect. He was placed in a number of foster hom
mes,
n the street. He has used
then ran away to live on
d a variety off
resources in the comm
munity since h
he became h
homeless abo
out
two years ago,
a
and man
ny agencies know him. W
When trying to
o
access serrvices, Charlees often has “run-ins” witth staff. He lo
oses
his temperr easily and ooften, when sstaff try to redirect him orr try to
enforce pro
ogram rules, will leave ap
ppointments abruptly. Ch
harles’
longest sta
ay in a resideential program
m has been tthree weeks due
to his difficculties relatin
ng to others a
and complyin
ng with rules.
Charles ap
ppears to havve friends, bu
ut his frequen
nt verbal and
d
sometimess physical argguments result in relation
nships that a
are
short-lived. While quite articulate an
nd bright, Ch
harles droppe
ed out
of school after
a
completting the ninth
h grade. Whe
en case mana
agers
set him up
p with tasks oor schedules to help him p
pursue his G
GED or
high schoo
ol diploma, Ch
harles strugggled to make
e appointmen
nts
and follow his case pla n. Additionallly, Charles h
has not found
d a job
despite hiss apparent deesire to workk. He reports occasional d
drug
and alcoho
ol use, especcially when feeeling depresssed or anxio
ous.

Homelesss street youth
h have becom
me part of the landscape in most largge American ccities. Though
h the
prevalencce of youth homelessnesss is difficult to
t measure, rresearchers eestimate that between 1 million to
1.6 millio
on youth per year
y
experien
nce homelesssness1. Thou
ugh their backgrounds are
e diverse, ressearch
suggests that most off these youth have experie
enced early aand multiple traumas. As a result, ma
any homeless youth
h have a histtory of complex trauma ca
ausing signifiicant mental health probllems, including depression, anxiiety disorderss, PTSD, suiccidal ideation
n, attachmentt issues, and
d substance a
abuse disord
ders. Young
people’s responses to
o trauma are shaped—at least
l
in part—
—by their agee, gender, eth
hnicity, and ssexual
on. While mosst of these trraumatic events occur beefore they lea
ave home, ma
any youth are
e reorientatio
traumatizzed once theyy arrive on th
he street. Thu
us, these you
uth struggle to recover fro
om traumatic events at
the same
e time that they are trying to survive in
n a hostile strreet environm
ment.

This projectt was funded byy the Substance
e Abuse and Me
ental Health Serv
rvices Administrration (SAMHSA
A), US Departme
ent of Health
and Human
n Services (HHS
S). The views, po
olicies, and opin
nions expressedd are those of th
he authors and do not necessarily reflect
those of SA
AMHSA or HHS.

WHAT IS COMPLEX TRAUMA?

HOW DOES COMPLEX TRAUMA AFFECT HOMELESS YOUTH?

The term complex trauma describes
both children’s exposure to multiple
traumatic events—often of an
invasive, interpersonal nature—and
the wide-ranging, long-term impact
of this exposure. These events are
severe and pervasive, such as abuse
or profound neglect. They usually
begin early in life and can disrupt
many aspects of the child’s
development and the formation of a
self. Since they frequently occur in
the context of the child’s relationship
with a caregiver, these events
interfere with the child’s ability to
form a secure attachment bond.
Many aspects of a child’s healthy
physical and mental development
rely on this primary source of safety
and stability.

Interaction with staff members and authority figures. Many homeless youth
have a history of involvement with the child welfare and/or justice systems.
Being abused or neglected, separated from family members, placed in the
homes of strangers, or incarcerated may lead some youth to distrust
authority figures and make them reluctant to disclose personal
information. As safety and trust issues are paramount for homeless youth,
they are likely to test staff to determine if they are reliable, honest, and
consistent, and it may take some time for staff to gain the trust and respect
of these young people. Program staff can acknowledge past experiences of
loss and betrayal, let youth know that they have the right to share only the
information that they want to share, and give youth the time and space
they need to develop a trusting relationship with staff.

Many children with complex trauma
histories suffer a variety of traumatic
events, such as physical and sexual
abuse, witnessing domestic and
community violence, separation
from family members, and revictimization by others. Complex
trauma can have severe effects on
an individual’s global functioning.
Complex trauma can have
devastating effects on a child’s
physiology; emotions; ability to think,
learn, and concentrate; impulse
control; self-image; and relationships
with others. Across the life span,
complex trauma is linked to a wide
range of problems, including
addiction, chronic physical
conditions, depression and anxiety,
self-harming behaviors, and other
psychiatric disorders.
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Interaction with their peers. Many homeless youth have had chronic or
repeated abuse or neglect by a parent or caregiver and, therefore, may
have difficulty relating to others, including their peers. They may not be
able to connect at all, avoiding contact with others, or they may over-attach
to peers and become preoccupied with others. For instance, a young man
may have a best friend one day and be verbally aggressive and hateful
toward him the next day. Many homeless youth create street families in an
attempt to find the unconditional love and support that they did not receive
from their parents/caregivers. These alliances, particularly with older, more
seasoned street youth, may initially keep them safe but may contribute to
further victimization and prevent them from accessing services. Homeless
youth may tolerate abusive behavior from their street family or exploitive
adults in exchange for a semblance of protection. Program staff can help
create opportunities for youth to interact appropriately with their peers and
model positive communication. Staff must provide alternative ways for
youth to seek safety while facilitating their expression of feelings.
Ability to participate in programs and follow through on case plans. Many
front line staff become frustrated with youth who seem unable or unwilling
to comply with the rules and meet the expectations of the service agency.
Complex trauma may cause youth difficulty in regulating emotions, relating
to others, planning for the future, and following through with beneficial
activities. Depression, learned helplessness, learning challenges, and fear
of failure can compound these difficulties. Program staff should keep in
mind the impact of trauma on adolescent development, identify
appropriate expectations for these youth, and patiently support youth in
achieving age-appropriate skills. Positive experiences and trusting
relationships can help youth recover from the effects of trauma.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Homeless youth are highly impacted by complex trauma.
Traumatic experiences at home, in the community, and on the
street affect their ability to trust others, make healthy
connections with their peers, and be successful in programs
designed to help them achieve stability. Staff who serve
homeless youth can help them form positive attachments,
accept support from adults and peers, recover from past
trauma, and master the skills needed to function in a healthier
manner. The following are examples of how staff can assist youth in transitioning from street life to a prosocial and stable way of life.
Intake and Assessment



Establish safety and trust. Encourage youth—as they are ready—to share information and their
personal history. Youth need to know that no services will be withheld if they don’t answer specific
questions.





Assess the need and readiness for therapeutic interventions, and make appropriate referrals.




Acknowledge past experiences of loss and betrayal.

Prioritize youth’s immediate needs, such as safety, food, shelter, and clothing.
Remember that the chronological age of the youth may not match his or her present intellectual,
emotional, or maturity levels.

Consider a young person’s behavior in the context of his or her life experiences; behaviors may
appear appropriate in light of traumatic experiences.

On-Going Care

 Create opportunities for youth to appropriately connect and interact with their peers.
 Create opportunities for youth to develop skills in the areas of understanding and monitoring their
emotions, decision-making, self-care, and problem-solving.

 Acknowledge and compliment even the smallest of changes with praise that is specific to and
focused on that behavior. Change is slow, and youth may take many small, positive steps.

 Model appropriate communication styles even in charged situations. Be aware of your own
emotions, and be sure that you maintain a calm and safe environment.

 Encourage youth to make their own choices whenever possible; discuss their options and
potential consequences of their choices.

 Make sure that any agency you are offering as a referral is youth-friendly. If there are no youth-

friendly options, give the young person a clear picture of what he or she can expect at that facility.
The National Child Traumatic Stress Network
www.NCTSN.org
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Remember that this is highly stressful, but often highly rewarding, work. Taking care of your physical and
mental health is vital to your success in your private life as well as in your work.
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